
GENERAL APPLICATION:

Use a sponge mop, microfiber push mop, or floor

coater.

Dampen applicator in warm water and wring out

excess moisture.

Start at a far corner to maintain a clear exit path.

Wet applicator in ProWax Polish™ and apply first coat

in one direction only.

Angle applicator toward inside edge for excess wax

runoff.

Ensure thin and even application, re-dip in ProWax

Polish™ as needed.Overlap each pass slightly until the

floor is coated.

Allow 6 hours between coats (two thin coats

recommended).

Test coat hardness with thumbnail; if dents or

scratches, allow more curing time.

Apply second coat in the opposite direction, following

the same method.

PROFESSIONAL APPLICATION:

Apply a minimum of 4-5 coats before burnishing to

enhance shine and durability.

Pad recommendations for burnishing with a floor

machine:

Preferred: Natural fiber pads.

Alternatives: Tan, beige, or light blue synthetic pads

Follow manufacturer's guidelines for machine

operation and safety precautions.

STEP 2: PROWAX POLISH™ APPLICATION

PROWAX POLISH™ HOW-TO GUIDE
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MAINTENANCE

Sweep daily using dust mop or cloth.

Clean with a neutral pH cleaner such as ProClean

Degreaser™ and mop bucket or automatic scrubber.

Perform light cleaning to remove surface soils, stains,

and maintain gloss and color. 

Spot treat high-traffic areas as needed.

CAUTION: May be harmful if swallowed or ingested. Contact

with skin can cause mild irritation. Avoid contact with eyes.

Note: If you have just completed sealing your concrete

according to our guides and the sealer is completely dry,

skip Step 1 and proceed to Step 2.

Sweep away loose dirt and debris.

If reapplying wax on previously waxed floors:

Strip the floor when wax appears cloudy or hazy

Use floor stripper to remove old wax and finish

(refer to Floor Wax Remover guide).

STEP 1: PREPARE SURFACE

Disclaimer: Direct Colors does not warranty or guarantee results (outcomes). Concrete variations or improper application may cause unintended results. Test

product on an inconspicuous or small area and allow to fully cure to ensure compatibility and desired result.


